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Community responds to campus tragedy
By Elyse M. Rohrer
EDITOR IN CHIEF

On Jan. 27 at approximately 10:30
p.m., Public Safety was notified that
the body of a female was found. The
report matched the description of a USD
student who had been reported missing
earlier that day.
USD's Critical Incident Response
Team was immediately contacted. The
team includes Larry Barnett, director of
Public Safety; Tom Cosgrove, associate
vice president for Student Affairs and
dean of students; Monsignor Daniel
Dillabough, vice president of mission
and university relations; Moises Baron,
assistant vice president for Student Af
fairs for Student Wellness and director
of the Counseling Center; Robert Pastoor, vice president for Student Affairs;
Pam Gray-Payton, director of Public
Relations for the university; Dayanne
Izmirian, director of Residence Life;
and L.J. Hartig, the resident director for

Camino/Founders.
According to Cosgrove, before con
tacting the student's parents or room
mates and friends, the team needed
absolute verification of her identity. The
ID was found in the student's wallet and
it was confirmed that USD freshman
Julie Roche had drowned in the Mission
Beach area.
According to Cosgrove, Pastoor and
Dillabough volunteered to contact her
parents.
Baron, Hartig and Izmirian talked to
the roommates and friends on her hall.
Their main concern was taking care of
the students. Hartig left her door open
all day in case anyone needed to talk.
The counseling center was also on call.
Baron had a counseling session in which
25 students attended to talk about their
loss.
"We train the Resident Assistants for
this, but it is never really expected,"
Hartig said.
According to Gray-Payton, an email

COURTESY OF

Julie Roche passed away two days
after her 19th birthday.

was sent out to the entire university
because they knew that rumors would
be circulating and wanted to give the

essential information to the com
munity.
They also turned the weekly
Wednesday night Mass for peace
into a remembrance of Julie.
The Critical Incident Re
sponse Team decided to send Sue
Kalish, the Director of Parent
Relations, as the representative
at the services for Roche. The
family released their address
so that people could send their
condolences. Students were also
welcomed to attend the services
in Roche's hometown of Salt
Lake City, UT.
Gray-Payton said that there is
no confirmation of the details of
USD
her death.
You want to provide support to
students," Gray-Payton said, "It's just
a tragic situation, you hate to lose a
student."
Roche passed away at the age of 19;
her birthday was just two days earlier.

University welcomes
renowned theologian
By Craig Smith
MANAGING EDITOR

Leaders and worshippers from various religious groups around San
Diego gathered at the Immaculata last Friday for the All Faith Service.
PHOTOS BY RODNEY NAKAMOTO

On Monday, Feb. 2, the Center for
Christian Spirituality held its second
annual key note speaker. This years
theme was "Crossing Borders." The
address was given by Dr. Elizabeth
Johnson, CJ. She is a professor of
theology at New York's Fordham
University, is a member of the Sis
ters of St. Joseph, and is one of the
world's foremost.female Catholic
theologians.
The focus of her presentation
was "Frontiers in the Search for the
Living God." In her discussion she
focused her "frontiers" into four ar
eas of Catholic Theology. Johnson
refers to them as "frontiers," for this
is where she feels Christian Theology
is headed in the coming years. She
consistently referred to a quote by St.
Irenaeus when he said "God is glori
fied by humanity fully alive."
Her first group was liberation the
ology. Johnson explained its roots in
Latin America and how it has spread

University of San Diego

through both Asia and Africa. This
theology hopes to bring attention to and
benefit the millions in our world affected
by poverty. She made bold statements
saying that God is not mutual nor does
God urge the poor to be patiently obe
dient. We all must inspire change. She
then quoted Gustavo Gutierez when
he said " God is glorified by the poor
fully alive." She made it very clear
that "liberation theology is not for the
poor only."
The second "frontier" to which Jo
hnson alluded was feminist theology.
She emphasized that women and men
are both equally created in God's image
and likeness. Johnson concluded with
her own take on St. Irenaeus' quote, that
"God is glorified by women fully alive."
She once again reiterated that "feminist
theology is not for women only."
She next spoke about comparative
theology. She stressed the importance
of inter-religious dialogue. While
Christians have God incarnate, in Christ,
we do not have a monopoly of truth or

Pease see Speaker, page 3
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Public Safety Report
Jan.25
Cuyamaca- Three stu
dents were cited for Minor in
Posession of Alcohol.
Palomar- Residence hall
staff reported five male stu
dents who appeared to be in
toxicated. One of the stu
dents was in possession of
stolen USD property. Three
of the individuals were taken
to Detox.
East Parking StructureWhile investigating a suspi
cious vehicle, Public Safety
officers observed a student
drive his vehicle into a
parked car. The student was
cited for DUI, arrested and
booked into jail.
Jan.26
Bookstore- A student was
cited for shoplifting.
Maher Hall- A laptop
computer was reported sto
len from Serra Hall.
Serra Hall- Public safety
received a report of a suspi
cious person selling stereo
speakers from his van. The
individual was advised to
leave.
Missions A- A student
was cited for possession of
Marijuana.

Safety officers noticed the odor
of marijuana coming from a ve
hicle entering campus. Officers
seized marijuana and parapher
nalia. Two students were cited
for MIP.
Tecolote Canyon- Public
safety received reports of pos
sible gunshot sounds coming
from the canyon.
Jan. 29
Main Dining- A student re
ported that her backpack was
stolen from the cubby holes out
side of main dining.
Bookstore- A student was
cited for shoplifting.
Jenny Craig Pavilion- Three
students were removed from a
basketball game, cited for MIP
and taken to Detox.
San Rafael- Seven students
were cited by residence hall staff
for MIP.
Cuyamaca- Public Safety re
sponded to a noise complaint.
Residents were advised to turn
down their music.

Jan. 30
UTA- Public Safety re
sponded to a noise complaint
involving a loud party with 1015 individuals. The party was
shut down.
Hughes Center- Public safety
Jan. 27
responded to a fire alarm. It was
Camino/Founders- Public caused by a ventilation smoke
Safety officers responded to detector.
a noise complaint. Three stu
San Rafael-Two students
dents were cited for MIP and were cited for possession of
one was taken to Detox.
marijuana
and
drug
Missions A- Residence paraphernilia.
hall staff responded to a
UTA- A non-student visiting
noise complaint. Four stu the UTA's reported that the spin
dents were cited for MIP.
ner attachment on her vehicle's
wheels had been stolen.
Jan.28
San Luis- Residence hall
Main Kiosk- Public staff cited eight students for

MIP.
Jan.31
Copley Library- Public
Safety was requested to as
sist a person described as
possibly homeless who had
been loitering. The indi
vidual was extremely argu
mentative and was removed
from campus.
Alcala Vista East LotTwo students were cited for
MIP.
Palomar- Two students
were cited for MIP.
Feb. 1
Missions A- Four stu
dents were cited for MIP and
possession of drug parapher
nalia.
San Rafael- Public Safety
responded to a disturbance
and cited two students for
MIP. One was transported
to Detox.
Parking Structure- Public
Safety officers observed a
student staggering as he was
attempting to walk. Three
students were cited for MIP.
One was taken to Detox.
Manchester Village- Pub
lic Safety responded to a
noise complaint from a large
party. Twelve students were
cited for MIP, one was taken
to Detox.
UTA- Public Safety offic
ers responded to a distur
bance complaint. One stu
dent was transported to the
hospital for possible alcohol
poisoning. One resident was
cited for furnishing alcohol
to a minor, and two were
cited for MIP. All non-stu
dents were removed from
the party.

Calendar
of Events
Feb. 2-26

Intramural
sign-ups

Feb. 2-19

Delta Sigma Pi
Business Frater
nity Rush
Alpha Kappa
Psi Business Fra
ternity Rush

Feb. 5

Phi Alpha Delta
Pre-Law Fraternity
Informational
ASA Lunar New
Year Nooner
Girls' Night Out

Feb. 6

School of Busi
ness Alumni Re
union Weekend

Feb. 10

College Cuisine
Series

Feb. 12

2nd Annual Bi
zarre Bazaar
San Diego Gulls
Nooner

Feb. 13

V-Day Nooner

Feb.24

Take a Torero to
lunch.

New trams receive mixed reviews

Public Safety debuts new cross-campus tram program this semester
By Jen Rasmussen

additional trams, they just rede
signed the routes. "We're not

one tram was out of service.
"Our goal is to build in reli-

Jones said. During peak hours,
trams are running from housing ar
eas and all around campus ev
Students returned from win
ery six minutes.
ter break to find a new tram sys
Another transportation issue
tem on campus. The first week
circulating around campus is
with the new system left many
discussion over budget short
students confused. "It's sup
ages that would lead to discon
posed to be helpful, but it's not,"
tinuing the Mission Beach tram.
said junior Tiana Saiget. "It
"Parking on campus is so
takes forever."
frusterating, I prefer taking the
However, Lieutenant Mark
tram," said Corinne Hirsch, a
Jones of Public Safety wants
junior commuter student.
students to know that this con
"Riding the tram saves me a lot
fusion is only temporary. "It's
of money."
just people learning the flow of
Many students are con
the trams," said Jones. He ex
cerned about transportation to
plained that most students are
and from the beach.
confused because the trams now
According to Jones, no de
run the whole campus, instead
cision has been made. "The uni
FILE PHOTO
of small loops. "Most students The new tram program picks up students every six minutes.
versity supports carpooling and
are getting confused with the
alternate modes of transporta
tram stops around the UC and leaving anybody behind," said ability to the system. We have tion. If the university can afford
the fountain," he said.
Jones. In the past, the tram routs been talking about changes it, I assume they will continue to
Public Safety didn't buy any would be disrupted when just for the last year and a half," provide that service."
NEWS EDITOR

The Vista publication is written and edited by
USD students and funded by revenues
generated through advertisement and a
student fee. Advertising material published is
for Informational purposes only and Is not to
be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located In the lower level
of the University Center, room 114B.
All Inquiries should be sent to: The Vista.
5998 Alcala Park. San Diego, CA 92110
First copies of the newspaper are compli
mentary, all copies thereafter are 25 cents
charge.
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than
unsigned editorials are the opinions of the
writers or columnists and not necessarily
those of The Vista Staff.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The
Vista office. Letters should be limited to 300
words and must be signed. For identification
purposes, USD ID numbers and writer's year
must be included in the letter. The Vista
reserves the right to edit published letters.
Any content sent to the editor will be
considered for publication unless otherwise
stated.
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Tuition can now be
paid by E-Pay online

Thursday, February 5, 2004 ^
Contnued from Speaker, page 1
There can be gained perspec
tive within one's own religious
tradition by interacting with oth
ers from different faith traditions.
There is mutual learning taking
place.
Once again she eloquently ap
plied St. Irenaeus' philosophy to
this field, that "God is glorified
by the religious person fully
alive." However, comparative
theology is not for one religious
tradition only.
Her final "frontier" was eco
logical theology. She highlighted
the necessity of dialogue between
religion and science.
She illustrated how the Earth
is a living creature filled with the
Spirit of God.
Johnson went on to state that
God is not a God of only human
beings but of grasses, birds, and
whales; God is for the entire
Earth. She said, "God is glorified

by the earth fully alive." Ecological
theology is not for the Earth only.
This discussion of spirituality fell
on the fiftieth anniversary of the
dedication of Founders Chapel.
Sr. Barbara Quinn, RSCJ who is
the director of the Center for Chris
tian Spirituality, expressed that the
goal of these presentations is educa
tion. She thinks that this can chal
lenge people and promote a wonder
ful and rich dialogue.
In his introduction, Dr. Orlando
Espin of the Theology and Religious
Studies department stated Johnson's
impressive credentials, including a
Ph.D. from the Catholic University
of America. He remarked that she is
one of theology's most "prolific writ
ers" and a dear friend.
When asked if she had any advice
to give to young believers in any faith
tradition Johnson replied, "appreci
ate the treasure of faith. Don't dis
miss it. Let it work and grow and
you will achieve depths that are hard
to imagine."

Students can now pay their Stu
dent Account charges on-line with
the new E-Pay system.
According to Erin Jow Brown,
assistant director of Budget and
Treasurey, students can access their
account statements on-line and see
activity as it happens.
Parents can access the account of
their student only after their student
has set up their parent with a user ID
and password, to be in accordance
with Federal FERPA regulations.
One-Time payments can also be
made by a guest user.
A guest user is one that does not
have access to the invoice of the ac

count, but can still pay the bill.
"This E-payment is just an option.
Some universities make it manda
tory, we do not." Brown said.
A paper statement will continue
to be sent just like it used to be sent
to the billing address. This caused
some confusion with bills.
"Statements were late this year.
That was the major glitch." Brown
said.
The deadline for paying tuition
bills was extended from Jan. 30 to
Feb. 6 to accommodate the late state
ment.
The next phase is going to be
campus card services. Students will
be able to put more money on their
campus cash account by going
online.

Words
from the
desk

Write for the VISTA

By Elyse M. Rohrer
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Craig and
Elyse ponder
the evolution
of the sandal
Remember in elementary
school when jellies were cool?
They were probably made out of
really cheap plastic and cost about
five George Washingtons, but they
were all the rage.
You were especially trendy if
you wore jellies in conjunction
with a slap-bracelet on your wrist,
preferably lime green or New
Kid's on the Block style.
The next sandal to hit it big was
the Birkenstock or the "Jesus
Shoe," from the time of Jesus.
They are still relatively big in cer
tain circles, but not here. Between
Elyse and I, we don't own any
Birks.
Flip-Flops are very different
than normal sandals. We do not
approve of calling them thongs.
"Thongs" are a type of underwear,
not a sandal—yeah, thanks.
Nowadays, the world of sandalwearing has achieved new heights.
Rainbow Sandals are as posh as
Victoria Beckham.
Almost everybody has at least
one pair. They're from the OC and
their soft leather yet durable exte
rior simply cannot be surpassed.
We love them!! Between Craig
and I, we have four pairs—two
each!

Earn upper division Communication
Credits!
/T

1 • . 1 |1

News, Sports, Entertainment, Opin
ion, Feature and Photography!!!
Call the Vista office at X. 4584 or email
craigs@sandiego.edu
Writers' meetings on Tuesdays at
12:30 p.m. in UCll4

Peace
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OPINION

CBS's
ad
ban
inhibits
*00*
right of free speech
FOR

THOUGHT
HISTORY OF
TELEVISION
TODAY, MOST
VIEWERS (WITH
CABLE OR SATEL
LITE) HAVE ACCESS
TO AN AVERAGE OF
202.6 AVAILABLE
CHANNELS.
IN 1950, ONLY 9%
OF U.S. HOUSE
HOLDS OWNED A
TELEVISION.

BY 1965 AT LEAST
ONE TV WAS IN
92.6% OF U.S.
HOUSEHOLDS.

TODAY, AT LEAST
ONE TV is IN 98.2%
OF AMERICAN
HOUSEHOLDS.

78% OF ADULTS

SURVEYED REPORT
THAT THEY HAVE
HOME CABLE OR
SATELLITE TELEVI
SION.
IN 1970, VCR'S
WERE HARDLY
SEEN IN HOMES.
NOW VCRS ARE
A MEDIA STAPLE
IN OVER 90% OF
AMERICAN HOUSE
HOLDS.

FROM JUSTTHINK.ORG
AND TELEVISION BUREAU
OF ADVERTISING AND NA
TIONAL PUBLIC RADIO

By Natalie Zanzucchi
STAFF WRITER

Who should limit free
speech and decide what the
public should watch are real
questions for our society. Ap
parently, CBS believes it is
the company who holds this
responsibility.
During Sunday's Super
Bowl, CBS refused to air a
commercial that was the winner
of MoveOn.org's "Voter Fund
Bush in 30 Seconds Contest."
This 30 second commercial,
called Child's Pay, depicts
several scenes with children
doing "grown-up" work like
running a garbage truck, work
ing in factories and vacuuming
a hotel.
At the end of the com
mercial a tag line flashes that
reads, "Guess who's going to
pay ofFPresident Bush's $1 tril
lion deficit?" CBS claims they
would not air the ad because
it was too controversial. They
also claim that they do not run
"issue advocacy advertising."
This ad may be somewhat
controversial, but it holds two

undeniable truths. President
Bush, as the leader of the United
States of America, is aware that
he is facing a deficit totaling
more than $1 trillion.
Secondly, if this deficit is not
fixed in this generation, the fu
ture generations will be forced
to fix the fiscal crisis. Thus, the
ad's portrayal of children doing
grown-up jobs is a foreshadow
into the future of America if this

Morris USA and the American
Legacy Foundation. These ad
vertisements are issue advocacy
just as much as the MoveOn.org
ad is issue advocacy. If there is
another reason CBS did not run
Child's Pay, that reason should
be cited.
Investigation into some
political reasons may explain
why CBS would not run the ad.
Some members of Congress and

CBS claims they would not air the ad
because it was too controversial. They
also claim that they do not run "issue
advocacy advertising."
problem is not curtailed.
Furthermore, as much as CBS
claims they do not run "issue
advocacy advertisement," they
cannot deny that last year dur
ing Super Bowl XXXVII they
ran an ad from the White House
warning against the dangers of
drug use.
During this Super Bowl CBS
ran anti-smoking ads from Philip

MoveOn.org believe the reason
may have something to do with
a favor the Bush Administra
tion did for CBS—reversing
an antitrust law. This reversal
allows CBS to grow much big
ger because they are no longer
forced to sell their productive
local stations. Is CBS returning
the favor?
The issue is much bigger than

this one specific commercial.
No longer is it merely about
MoveOn.org and CBS, but it is
about our institutions being fair.
It is about censorship. It is about
who actually runs America.
Congress members Bernard
Sanders, Jan Schakowsky, and
Maurice Hinchley suggest that
this decision is part of CBS's
coalition with the Republican
party.
I am still not sure why CBS
has the right to refuse to air an
ad from an organization that
has paid just as much for a spot
during the Super Bowl as any
other organization whose com
mercials were aired.
What happened to the free
dom of speech? And if corpora
tions like CBS have the right to
refuse Americans an outlet for
that freedom, or decide whose
voice can be heard, how effec
tive can the right actually be?
Additionally, why is it that
in this world an ad that con
tains the value of truth and
real world consequences is
more controversial than leggy
blondes dancing for men in a
beer commercial?

Introducing Open Mike:
an (ivy) league of their ow
cocktails are generously handed
oul by night.
STAFF WRITER
Lveryone is welcome to join
in the evening's festivities, in
The intelligent, the rich cluding current students, aging
and a partying community of alumni, and even handsome,
college students. Sounds like young newspaper writers from
an apt description of the USD San Diego.
student body on a weekend.
The scene is almost unreal.
But ladies and gentlemen, Looking out at the dance floor
after my trip to Princeton filled with stumbling 4,0 GPA
University, it is quite safe bookworms, I find myself
for me to say that the road to trapped in a "Revenge of the
achieving school unity and Nerds" meets "Animal House"
campus pride runs directly movie set. And, I have to ad
through New Jersey.
mit, I love it. Various drinking
While the Last Coast uni games are played at every
versity is considered to be tops corner of the house, including
in the nation academically. I •Quarters" .md "Pong."
found that it is also one of the
Cups, kisses, and inebriated
friendliest environments that 1 pleasantries are swapped by
have ever experienced.
guys and girls who are simply
Imagine 5,000 sweater- looking for a good time. Sani
vested nerds, neat freaks, tary? Heck no. Fun-filled?
and nitpickers gathering at You're darn right. Perhaps the
fraternity row style "eating most amazing part about this
clubs," where food is served place is its striking similarity
to upperclassmen by day, and to a "Cheers" episode, where
By Mike Minicilli

everyone seems to know one
another and all are glad YOU
'

came.
The Princeton Tigers repre
sent a unique kind of student
body, an educated family that
studies hard and parties even
harder. 1 glance to my left
and immediately begin con
versing with an intoxicated
young woman who 1 believe
will throw a large object in my
general direction if I inquire as
to what classes she is taking
this semester. I am right.
F.arlier in the day. she had
studied lor six hours straight
in the university's Marquand
Library. Now she is a mere
shadow of her former aca
demic self, the only indication
01 her past Marquand impris
onment is the tired bags under
her red eyes.
Yet, she still manages a
smile that invites any visitor
and stranger to the school to
enjoy himself and let loose

with Princeton's vibrant st
dent body.
I see George Bush's niece
by the bar. She is a direct Rock
efeller descendant grooving on
the dance floor, and there are
numerous actors and actresses
aimlessly roaming around the
house.
But even in this fantasy
world of prominent offspring.
1 feel perfectly comfortable
and ready to mingle with the
intimidating rich and famous
crowd. In this friendly at
tnosphore. they fee! like my
brothers and sisters. They are
almost true family.
It was the school's aura of
companionship that invited
me to feel this way. It was the
students" kind smiles that loos
ened me up. It was the friendly
atmosphere that made me feel
as though the university was
indeed a second home.
Of course, it could also have
been the culture shock.
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President Bush whacking
A critical look at ideas from the State of the Union

Bush wastes time on
issue of steroids use
By Leandra Salles-Cunha
STAFF WRITER

Same sex union
denies "sanctity
of marriage"
By Jennie Stith
STAFF WRITER

Clearly enough, discrimina
tion against sexual preference
is wrong. It is wrong before the
laws of the University and the
laws of the country. But the va
lidity of the law and America's
promise of freedom seems to be
tampered with by our very own
president.
President Bush is a man
with a plan, a plan to further
perpetuate discrimination in
America as well as to further
codify discrimination into the
law. His goal to protect the
sanctity of marriage as outlined
in his State of the Union address
directly follows the actions of
President Clinton.
In 1996, the government un
der Clinton passed the Defense
of Marriage Act, which says
that states are not required to
recognize a same-sex marriage
performed in another state. The
act also defines marriage as "a
legal union between one man

and one woman as husband
and wife."
The gay population has
grown rapidly in the last few
years and now has a place
in society. Television shows
highlight the gay lifestyle as
a societal norm. Homosexuals
on television are no longer the
problematic roles thrown into a
family show to create contro
versy. They are the norm and
they are the acceptable.
On the issue of gay marriage,
President Bush stated that, "Yes,
I am mindful that we're all sin
ners." Does Bush mean that
being gay is a sin? I thought
this country separated church
and state. Bush went on to say,
"I believe marriage is between
a man and a woman, and I think
we ought to codify that one way
or another."
Religious or not, the bottom
line is that every person should
be entitled to their own opinion.
The country, as portrayed by our
president, doesn't want

Please see Union, pg 6

In his annual State of the
Union Address on January 20,
2004, President George W.
Bush found the issue of steroid
use to be important enough to
be considered, even amongst the
present international affairs and
war in Iraq. But steroid use does
not seem to be a big enough
problem for a the President to
be worrying about in times of
financial crisis and war.
Bush is a strong supporter
of the war on drugs and claims
that drug use by high school
students has declined by 11%
over the past two years of his
administration. Bush empha
sizes the importance of good
examples for influencing the
youth of America and he turns
to professional athletes to serve
as positive role models.
During the Super Bowl pregame show, President Bush
spoke about the use of steroids
in the NFL. It appears that the
NFL has had success in keep
ing steroids out of their game
because the bad news that cir
culates about football players is
about injuries or marijuana and
alcohol abuse.
There is usually not on
overabundance of steroid busts
printed in the news, perhaps
because steroid use is down.
So why does Bush insists that
more must be done to combat
steroid use?
In his interview, Bush rein
forced that "athletics play an
important role in our society,"
acknowledging that more peo
ple in America watch the Superbowl than vote in a presidential
election. Bush complained that
there are many in professional
sports that are not setting a good
example. He said that drug use
sends the wrong message to the
youth of America. He is call
ing on all athletes to be rid of
steroids.
Bush failed to mention the
bright side—those professional
athletes in sports who have
abstained from performanceenhancing drugs.
Since the 1950's, many ath
letes have taken steroids in order
to enhance athletic perfonnance.

In the USA, even high schoolers
and middle schoolers are known
to have taken steroids in order
to perform better. Steroid use
is mostly increasing among
women athletes. But the rates
are still low.
What President Bush should
focus on is educating on the
effects of steroids instead of
speaking to unimpressionable,
professional athletes. Young
athletes do not know that ste
roid use is unacceptable nor
that it has devastating side ef
fects like stunted growth, heart
disease, liver cancer, depres
sion, hostility and aggression,
eating disorders, risk for HIV,
and acne.
According to an NCAA sur
vey of college student athletes,
the use of steroids has decreased
significantly in the past decade,
in addition to the dropping rates
in professional sports. Perhaps
this is due to the strict ban on
certain illegal substances or the
harsh consequences if caught.
The NCAA and the Interna
tional Olympic Committee have
instated harsh punishments for
violators of illegal substances.
The international community
has taken a clear stance on ste
roids, but not because of Ameri
can misuse of the drugs.
In the 1968 Olympics in
Mexico City, drug testing be
came mandatory and athletes
who were caught were banned
from the Olympic Team. Ath
letes who tested positive for
performance enhancers also
risk the confiscation of Olympic

medals. In 1988, the Canadian
track and field sprinter Ben
Johnson was stripped of his
gold medal and it was awarded
to Carl Lewis who had placed
second. In 1998 four Chinese
female swimmers were banned
from the World Championships
due to positive drug tests.
Already three athletes have
been banned from the 2004
Summer Olympic Games in
Athens due to steroid use. The
USA Track and Field Athletes
Administration Committee is
rallying for a life-ban of athletes
who use performance-enhanc
ing drugs.
There have rarely been any
United States athletes banned
from the Olympics due to ste
roid use, because they know it
is not worth it. Letting down
your team, being stripped of a
medal, banned from your sport,
or embarrassing yourself and
your country is not worth do
ing illegal drugs. Most athletes
in the professional world are
disgusted by those who try to
cheat because it is demeaning
to their sport.
Steroid use by athletes in
America is a major problem,
and maybe President Bush
should focus his attention on
more pressing issues, like
solving the problem in Iraq for
example.
Other organizations seem
to have curbed this problem
already. Maybe Bush should
take notes from the NCAA or
International Olympic Commit
tee on how to do a job well.

YAHOO.COM

President Bush expressed his concern over steroid use in profes
sional sports. He stressed that athletes are in a position of influ
ence on people society and that they should set good examples.
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Dean not decisive of political stance
By Adam Case
STAFF WRITER

One candidate has many party mem
bers riled up and thinking him to be the
great 'liberal' hope. Howard Dean, the
doctor and governor from Vermont,
has many progressives believing he
can solve the maladies of the nation
in a socially just and environmentally
friendly manner.
Since Gore's defeat in the 2000
presidential election, the Democratic
Party has been scrambling to find a
contender to challenge Bush in 2004.
A small group of contenders are cur
rently in the primary process, each pro
posing themselves to be the strongest
candidate.
Pundits from the left and from the
right have painted him as a true-bred
lefitwing progressive. If one looks at
Howard Dean's gubernatorial record
and his own spoken words he is clearly
a pragmatist in progressive clothing.
He is more emblematic of the current
Democrat, one who looks to continue
the current debate, instead of proposing
any new or interesting solutions.
In the Democratic primaries, Dean
spouted out language that hearkens
back to the issues of the New Deal.
This created a great deal of commo
tion among progressive circles. Many
individuals actually were whipped up
into hysteria about this candidate.
Yet what many progressives forget
is that despite all the rhetoric about
jobs and healthcare, and environment,
Dean's record as governor of Vermont
Howard Dean hopes to lead the Democrats in the Presidential election.

Continued from Union, pg 5
to recognize that.
President Bush also criticized Massa
chusetts' highest court for striking down
the state's ban on same sex marriage. He
said he would work with Congress to
"defend the sanctity of marriage."
Oh wait, so Britney Spears can get
trashed on a night out in Vegas, distaste
fully marry a friend, then change her
mind and take it all back all in a matter
of hours? But two people with a bond
strong enough to be sealed for life can't
respectfully display sanctity through
marriage because they're "different"?
While some churches support gay
marriage, others are morally against it.
Some are still discussing the issue. In
terestingly enough, Catholicism deigns
upon same-sex unions of any kind, but
even the University has an anti-dis
crimination policy that protects sexual
orientation along with race, color, sex
and religion.
All marriages begin with a commit
ment to another person out of pure love,
and the promise to be with them until
death. Unfortunately, the 1996 Defense
of Marriage act tried to create a cookie
cutter marriage when the quintessential
part of marriage should be love.
Although some states and religions
support same sex unions, gay partners
are still at a serious loss compared to
those in a heterosexual relationship. For
instance, if an accident occurs in a same
sex union, the partner would be denied

NPR.ORG

hospital visitation rights.
Family members and married couples
are unquestionably allowed to see their
loved ones immediately, but homosexual
partners are denied access. This is only
one example of the mistreatment ho
mosexuals face daily as a result of the
government's inability to recognize
their relationships as something to be
protected under the law.
Even worse is that if a homosexual's
partner were to actually pass away, they
would receive absolutely no Social Secu
rity survivor benefits. They would be left
with all estate taxes on top of the death
of a loved one. Sickeningly enough, chil
dren of homosexual parents are denied
social security protection, too.
Furthermore, same sex parents do
not receive the same tax benefits as het
erosexual parents. Is the government
completely and blatantly disregarding
the fact that such equalities would only
augment the lives of these children?
The Bible might clearly condemn
homosexuality, but the Bible also con
demns divorce and remarriage; we still
practice these things without question.
Perhaps the most stomach-turning
facet of the same-sex marriage debate is
that if President Bush passes an amend
ment banning same sex marriage, it will
be the first time in United States history
that an amendment will be passed to
single out and discriminate against
Americans.
Land of the free? Liberty and justice
for all? Apparently not.

does not back his talk. As governor,
he often promoted a pro development
agenda that did not follow an environ
mentally friendly process. One of the
markers of Dean's administration in
Vermont was in fact physical conser
vatism. He halted aid to many social
programs as governor in order to cut
back on government spending.
Dean supporters and the right-wing
conservatives both have various reasons
for painting the doctor as a progressive.
For the right, it seems to be a way to
marginalize this candidate by portray
ing him as a far left loony. For the Dean
campaign, it is advantageous to be seen
in the primaries as more progressive in
hopes of gleaning the progressive sec
tors of the American political spectrum
and prevent them from jumping to any
alternative third parties.
For the voter, the overriding ques
tion should be what color is this cha
meleon? He is definitely a charismatic
leader, but is he everything he says he
is? The answer may lie in exactly what
Dean stated about himself from the
beginning—a straight up centrist. He
described himself in an interview with
the Concord Monitor as representing a
"reasonable centrist platform."
Dean doesn't even like to describe
himself as a progressive. The Vermont
doctor likes to style himself after the
politics of Bill Clinton and physical
conservatism. Once the primaries are
over and if Dean emerges victorious it
is more than likely he will swing back
from this leftist position to what he
always was.
An unreconstructed centrist.
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The Bens form a musical triumvirate
Ben Folds, Ben Kweller and Ben Lee record and tour as The Bens

By John Piranian
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

In one of the most prolific/unlikely
collaborations since Chris Cornell joined
the musicians of Rage Against the Ma
chine to form Audioslave, the music
world now has a new band of quasi-stars
that may shake things up in 2004.
The Bens are made up of three dis
tinct and experienced musicians that
have been around for a while. The band
consists of Ben Folds, Ben Lee, and Ben
Kweller and the synergy between the
three talents has produced a self-titled
four track ER The EP includes each in
dividual Ben on lead vocals for one song
and one song ("Just Pretend") that com
bines the vocals from all of The Bens.
According to Australian music maga
zine Timeoff, The Bens came together
in quite an unexpected fashion. It all
started with the fans of the three Bens
posting on-line messages on each respec
tive artist's website pleading for the mu
sicians, who have similar fan bases, to
form a musical triumvirate.
"Well, fans had been talking about it
for a while. It was a running joke for a
while and I had to tour Australia this year
and didn't want to do the same old con
cert. My wife said, 'Why don't you do
the Bens idea?' and I thought it was a
great time to do it so I called them up
and they were good with it," said Folds
in an interview with Timeoff.
Prior to embarking upon the nine-date
"The Bens rock over Australia" tour,

Folds, Lee and Kweller sat down in
Folds's home studio in Nashville, Tenn.
to produce the EP that would be sold dur
ing their brief stint in the land down un
der.
The EP includes "Just Pretend," which
is reminiscent of the Crosby, Stills and
Nash harmonies of decades ago; "Xfire,"
which Lee described to MTV news as "a
new wave song'" "Stop!," sung by
Kweller and "Bruised," sung by Folds.
All songs were written and produced by
The Bens.
Due to the high demand for The Bens
EP, while on tour in Australia it quickly
sold 3,500 copies at $10 a pop. Luckily
for fans around the world, The Bens are
offering their four song EP on the web
via attackedbyplastic.com or on
iTunes.com. By going through iTunes,
fans can download the EP at 99 cents a
track or at $3.96 for the entire CD.
Through iTunes, fans can buy songs with
just a point and a click and the website
permits users to burn songs onto CD
form about ten times.
As of now, each Ben is busy at work.
Folds is recording his second post-Ben
Folds Five solo album. Lee is working
on an album titled Mixtape, which fea
tures songs written to suit the voices of
other artists and will include guest vo
cals by singers like Ben Folds, Aimee
Man, Kylie Minogue and others.
Kweller is working on the follow-up to
Sha Sha which was his first album on
Dave Matthews'ATO Records. All three
albums are due in early 2C04.
"The whole thing about a project like

BENKWELLERCOM

Ben Kweller (above), Ben Lee (left) and Ben Folds (right) are The Bens
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the Bens is that you can only do it when
it's totally natural, spontaneous and fun,"
Lee said in an interview with MTV.
"There's just no point just doing it for
the sake of promoting something or
whatever, so basically if we get the urge
we can do it again, but we'll see."

What does all this mean? Well, it
could mean that each individual Ben will
be busy with their own projects, making
The Bens a small side-project or it could
amount to future tours and songwriting
sessions. Hopefully The Bens will pick
the latter scenario.

Concert Calendar! what's happening around San Diego
Jenny Craig Pavillion- USD Campus
Mar. 4: O.A.R., Donovan Frankenreiter ($15-students/$20-public)
Aromas- USD Campus
Mar. 10: Todd Widell (Free)
San Diego Sports Arena @ 3500 Sports Arena Blvd.
Feb. 16: 23rd Annual Bob Marley Day Festival- Sean Paul, MC Erykah Badu,
Elephant Man, Sly and Robbie, Beres Hammond, Julian Marley, Luciano
(Floor-$45/ Seats-$30/ Day of event-$35)
Mar. 2: Britney Spears, Kelis ($40.50-$66)
Cox Arena @ SDSU- off College
Feb. 17: Linkin Park, P.O.D., Hoobastank, Story of the Year
Apr. 2: A Perfect Circle, the Mars Volta
SOMA @ 3350 Sports Arena Blvd. (All ages)
Feb. 15: Bouncing Souls, Hot Water Music, Randy, Let it Burn, Longshot ($12)
Feb. 27: Subhumans UK, Naked Aggression, New Mexican Disaster Squad ($10)
Mar. 9: Saves the Day, Grandaddy, the Fire Theft, Dios ($20)
Mar. 10: Yeah Yeah Yeahs ($14)
Mar. 13: Flogging Molly, Go Betty Go, Denver Harbor ($20)
Mar. 19: Dropkick Murphy's, Slapshot, The Ducky Boys ($15)
Mar. 20: The Casualties, The Briggs, Global Threat ($12)
'Canes Bar and Grill @ 3105 Ocean Front Walk, Mission Beach (Age varies)
Feb. 8: The Shins, Magic Magicians, All Night Radio ($14) (21+)
Feb. 19: Pepper ($13.50)
Feb. 26: Sage Francis, Joe Beats, Mac Lethal and the Gimme Fund ($15)

Belly Up Tavern @ 143 South Cedros Ave, Solana Beach (All shows 21+)
Feb. 7: Slightly Stoopid (Acoustic show) ($16)
Feb. 13: The Roots w/ guests ($35)
Feb. 14: Karl Denson's Tiny Universe w/ guests ($20)
4"1 and B @ 345 B St., Downtown SD (All shows 21+)
Feb. 12: Erykah Badu, Floetry ($45)
Feb. 27: Bob Weir & Ratdog ($27)
Feb. 29: Rufus Wainwright ($20)
Mar. 6: Crystal Method ($20)
Mar. 10: Method Man ($20)
Epicentre- 8450 Mira Mesa
Feb. 14: Tooth and Nail Tour ($10)
Feb. 21: Dillinger Escape Plan, the Locust
Mar. 26: Get Up Kids ($15.50)
RIMAC/UCSD Campus/La Jolla
Mar. 1:311
Che Caf6- UCSD Campus/ La Jolla
Feb. 7: Blood Brothers, The Plot to Blow Up the Eiffel Tower ($8)
Feb. 18: Dillinger Escape Plan
Casbah- 2501 Kettner Blvd., Downtown San Diego
Feb. 9: Nada Surf, On the Speakers ($12)
Feb. 20: The Walkmen
Feb. 24: John Vanderslice, The Wrens
Mar. 22: Modest Mouse plus guests ($18)

*All ticket prices are subject to Ticketmaster surcharges, to avoid this, buy direct at the venue's box office.
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mitted a crime before the age of 18. Last year Patton fol
lowed this announcement with his decision to commute
the sentence of Kevin Stanford from a death sentence to
life in prison with parole. Stanford was only 17 when
he committed his crime. The state of Missouri declared
juvenile execution unconstitutional and initiated a state
wide ban against the practice.
The question of innocence is always pertinent to
anti-death penalty proponents. In January of 2003, Gov
ernor George Ryan lifted death sentences on all 171 of
Illinois' death row inmates. This extraordinary act was a
result of Ryan's reevaluation of the state's death penalty
system and consequential decision that it was flawed. He
said that the state's judicial system contained too many
flaws that contributed to wrongfully convicting and sen
tencing people to death. In fact, four of the men whose
death sentences were lifted by Ryan were later absolved
of the crimes of which they had been convicted.

Public support for the death
penalty has reached its low
est level in 25 years.
Six other exonerations were granted in 2003, a
total of ten for the year. Many of these men were tor
tured into making false, self-incriminating statements or
were later found to be not guilty through the introduction
of DNA evidence into the case. The possibility of inno
cence is an undying argument used against capital pun
ishment. The ten exonerations of 2003 are testaments to
the potential for wrongful conviction. Since 1973, 112
immates have been found innocent and released from
death row.

The South was responsible for
89% of all executions last year.
In 2003, Texas led the nation with 24 executions,
followed by Oklahoma and North Carolina. The state of
California had no executions last year, although it has
632 immates on death row, the highest number of all the
50 states. Overall, the South was responsible for 89% of
all executions for the year. As of October 1, there were
3,504 inmates on death row in the United States.

The Death penalty across the
country and around the world
The United States is the only Western democ
racy that continues to use the death penalty. The Euro
pean Union's "Policy and Action on the Death Penalty"
states that the group opposes capital punishment under
all circumstances and will work toward the goal of uni
versal abolition. The Union is primarily concerned with
the United States due to an increase in deaths since 1976
and the practice of juvenile death penalty.
Death penalty laws and practices vary across the
United States. Currently, twelve states and the District
of Columbia do not practice capital punishment. Six of
the remaining 38 states in which the death penalty is le
gal, have not had an execution since it was reinstated in
1976.
Execution methods vary by state, although the
lethal injection has become the most popular method
because of its "humane" reputation. Eleven states use
electrocution and some states still use the firing squad
and hanging as methods of execution. See the diagram
below for specific state practices.

By Erin Toohey
OPINION EDITOR

Despite major criminal cases and a history of
rising support, the death penalty saw a year of declining
numbers in 2003. The number of executions and people
on death row have dropped from previous years, and
public support for capital punishment has also declined.

Capital punishment is rarely debated in the political
sphere. The Republicans oppose the abolition of the
death penalty and many Democrats are hesitant to take a
definitive stance. Overall, it is viewed as bilaterally sup
ported and there is little movement to change it drastical
ly. Nevertheless, in 2003 there were significant changes
in capital punishment policies, even though they never
faced major media criticism.

According to the Death Penalty Information
Center (DPIC), executions dropped by 8%. There were
71 executions in 2002, but only 65 in 2003. The num
ber of offenders sentenced to death has also declined
throughout the country. In addition, the DPIC states in
its Year End Report that public support for the death
penalty has reached its lowest level in 25 years despite
"the media focus on the trials of two men accused of

serial killings in Virginia and Maryland and continuing
concern about terrorism."
The juries of the convicted snipers, John Allen
Muhammad and Lee Malvo, recommended that they re
ceive death and life in prison without parole respectfully.
Lee Malvo's case was of particular interest to the media
and the general public because of Malvo's young age at
the time that he committed the murders. Virginia's state

law, like others, permits juveniles to be tried and pun
ished as adults, even though they are not of legal age.
But as Virginia courts decided to try Malvo as an adult,
other states took strong stances against juvenile death
sentences.
Governor of Kentucky, Paul Patton, declared
late in 2002 that he supported legislation that would
make it illegal to sentence to death any person who com
«•
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The death penalty is one critical issue that is rarely debated in
a large public forum. The media only gives the issue coverage when
it is related to large criminal cases, ana even then, the question is not
whether the death penalty is ethical, but rather if the accused should be
sentenced to death. The public has only addressed the issue of capital
punishment through film comes to be involved with the death penalty
are the few films that deal with the issue. The following are four films
that have dealt with the death penalty. Although they do not all neces
sarily offer a strong, visible opinion of the death penalty, each features
scenes that may impress or disgust the viewer.

"The Life of David Gale" (2003) is anti-capital punishment and fea
tures Kevin Spacey, an activist who opposes the death penalty and
suddenly finds himself accused and convicted of the murder of one
of his fellow activists. This film investigates the plight of the inno
cent who frequent death row.

"The Green Mile" (1999) is a fantasy movie based
on the novel by Stephen King. The story takes place in 1935
and depicts the relationship that develops between a death row
guard and an inmate in the South. Underlying issues in the film
include the racial and criminal prejudices that often exist in pris
ons and judicial systems. The movie takes no apparent stance on
the death penalty and fails to address any real issues, but does
create a disturbing illustration of a failed execution attempt that
speaks to the need for developing a more humane form of ex
ecution.

"Dead Man Walking" (1995) is a filmatic interpretation of one nun's involvement with
death row inmates in the early 1990s. The film is based on Sister Helen Prejean's book and clearly
positions her as being opposed to the death penalty, but the film's interpretation is not quite so clear
in its position.
In the film, the viewer sees Sister Prejean's dilemma, as she visits and empathizes with the
victim's family. But one witnesses her personal transformation as she comes to understand that the
convicted man is a human being capable of repentance. The fictitious villain of the film is based on
two real criminals described in the book. Sean Penn portrays the character unsympathetically. He
seems to be a vicious man with no ability to repent for his crime. Sister Prejean, however, accompa
nies this man until he reaches the end of his journey. She walks with him to the death chamber and
watches painfully as he is executed. The real Sister Prejean accompanied five more men down this
path as their spiritual advisor and friend.

7

"Monster's Ball" (2002) is another film which makes an obvious statement against the death
penalty. It focuses on the impact of executions on people other than the convict, including
the families of the victim. Billy Bob Thorton portrays an executioner who has little concern
for the person he is killing, but cares about and respects the process of execution. The film
opens with a scene featuring Thorton as he trains his son to take his place as the executioner.
But the son, played by Heath Ledger, cannot emotionally or physically deal with the kill
ing and vomits at the scene. The film deals candidly with the insensitivity that has been
bred into the prison guard. In addition, this movie includes the experiences of the wife of
the convicted, as she and her son struggle to cope with the consequences of her husband's
conviction and subsequent execution.
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Out with the old and in with the new
By Seth O'Bryne
STAFF WRITER

So 2003 ended. The media beast
that is Bennifer is finally dead, Bush is
down to 10 more months of insane and
crazed world domination, Washington
state farmers started filming on Soilent
Green II and Jay-Z retired the rap game
for the simple life of buying $300 mil
lion sports teams and taking bubble baths
with Beyonce Knowles.
If you can't remember New Year's,
you're like millions of us. If you're still
wearing sunglasses, it's OK, just please
don't drive until 2005.
If you had a New Year's resolution,
you're also like millions of us, but rest
assured, after two months we'll all re
member how much running sucks, how
cool smoking looks, and how fun it is to
call in sick when the surf's good.
If you missed ASR weekend, the
semiannual skate, snow, and surf expo,
San Diego once again out did itself.
Downtown was flooded with 30-yearold investors, 20-year-old visionaries,
and the 10-year-old groms that employ
the first two.
Volcom reps sold hand lotion and
lunch boxes to punks, Hurley reps
sold more orange and yellow t-shirts
to drunken Marines and every bar was
packed wall to wall with keychain girls
and other signs that underground skate
culture is dead.
The Chargers somehow lost more
games than they played and the Lakers
opened a non-profit dry cleaners to start
folding for free. A lot of young kids died
in Iraq, Pfizer asked Howard Dean to be
their new spokesman for ludes, Bush
used the State of the Union address to
show off his long time speech writer
(apparently she's ten), and the Governator said something about money, but
everybody lost track laughing when he
said "Kahlifoania."
So maybe you didn't miss that much
during winter break, but let me tell you
that Cotixan and The Pennant sure
missed you. So get back into the swing
and check out what's coming up this
semester in entertainment.
Valentine's Day (February 14)
Yes, it is a marketing ploy and yes, she
says she doesn't care, but she does (and
more hinges on this test than the SATs),
so here's some armor, I mean ideas.
Hornblower, a San Diego-based
cruise company, offers three different
Valentine's Day cruises for under $50.
The cruises last a few hours, the bub
bly flows freely and you can pretend
you're pirates and throw crap at the
coast guard.
Rosarito is a great getaway and the
Rosarito Beach Hotel offers a Valentine's
Day package from $130 per couple per
night. It includes one room, two margaritas, two lobster dinners in Puerto
Nuevo, two bottles of wine and a free
case of giardia.
Remember that limos are also a girl's
best friend. Top Cat Limo offers one-way
transfers from around $70. This is a great
way to impress your date's best friends
and get out of driving for a night. Wine
tours are also offered, but something like
a dinner downtown at Candelas or the
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The governator's never looked so buff.

Britney will be coming to the San Diego Sports Arena on Mar. 2.

Petco Park will be a hot destination once the baseball season kicks off.

Don't act like you don't miss drinking out of plastic cups.

Strip Club steak house might be a better
option on a smaller budget.
Concerts
The 23rd Annual Bob Marley Day
Festival is on Feb. 16 at the Sports
Arena. The show will cost you about
$50, or $ 100 when you factor in all the
extras. This show features Sean Paul,
Elephant Man, Sly & Robbie, Erykah
Badu and more. It'll be a great chance
to remember Bob Marley and forget how
to talk. Don't miss the 4:20 p.m. special
guest artist.
The Britney Spears tour hits San Di
ego March 2 at the Sports Arena. Tick
ets are about $100 by now, but admit it:
you want to go. So grab your Hello Kitty
backpack, fill it with permanent markers
and t-shirts, and we'll see you there.
Spring Break (March 15-21)
Yet another chance for Girls Gone
Wild to make a DVD, Snoop Doggy
Dogg to find work, and college kids ev
erywhere to learn the dangers of sleep
ing in the street. Though Daytona Beach,
Cancun, and New Orleans sounds fun,
you might not have the resources to go.

San Felipe is an
affordable option and
the ten-hour drive is
definitely bearable. San
Felipe is yet another
dangerous Mexican
town where the beer
is cheap and the clubs
still play "I'm Blue,"
but hey, that's why we
love it.
Arizona is another
inexpensive option. So, while all those
zonies are taking over the San Diego
beaches you can catch them off guard
and bug them for a change.
Sedona is a great place to see red rocks
and have a spiritual realization naked.
Phoenix and Tucson have good music
and bar scenes and prices are affordable
compared to the Gaslamp. If you're not
prepared to make spring break a con
tinuation of San Diego weekends, hit
up the Grand Canyon and sleep under
the stars.
When you're in Arizona, make sure
you drive really, really slow on the
main strip and stop at every intersection
(whether or not there are stop signs).
You'll need to purchase a shirt that says
"Arizona" the second you get there, and

JEN SHAEFFER

SEATTLEYACHTCLUB.ORG

make sure you cut off the sleeves an wear
it the entire spring break.
This semester is gearing up to be a
blast so sell your books early if you need
trolley money and check out PetCo Park
(you know, the place where all those poor
people used to live).
For your first week back, go to Metal
Shop on Wednesday at Typhoon Saloon,
the Pennant on Thursday in South Mis
sion, the Echo Lounge downtown on Fri
day and The W downtown on Saturday.
Before you know it, your pockets will be
filled with receipts and regrets, your days
will be filled with two hours of sunlight,
and college will seem like a breeze.
Welcome back USD clubgoers; next
round is on me.
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Wait for "The Big Bounce" to roll onto DVD

Adam Weisman
STAFF WRITER

"The Big Bounce," a
lighthearted crime caper
starring Owen Wilson
and Morgan Freeman
in the latest screen ad
aptation from legendary
crime writer Elmore
Leonard ("Get Shorty,"
"Out of Sight," "Jackie
Brown") proves enjoy
able if only to watch
Wilson as Jack Ryan,
a likeable witty drifter
whose penchant for a
good con and a good time
lead him to trouble.
In search of bet
ter fortune and better
weather, Jack heads
to Hawaii. Working
construction for shady
sara foster and Owen Wilson can't save "The Big Bounce" from a weak plot.
real estate developer Ray
Enter the girl. Nancy Hayes, played by waits for the "clever" scam to develop,
Richie (Gary Sinise), Jack
immediately finds trouble when a run newcomer Sara Foster, is a fun-loving, we watch multiple scenes of OVven Wil
- in with his foreman, Lou Harris (Vin- thrill-seeking seductress who has a plan son and the bikini clad Sara Foster bum
nie Johnson), lands him in jail and out to scam Ray Ritchie out of $200,000. ble their way through mischievous but
of a job. Impressed with Jack's quick However, she will need Jack's help humorous endeavors. Wilson's talents
wit and bravado, the local judge, Walter to pull off the con; that is, for love or as an actor for natural sardonic dialogue
and comical facial expressions are well
Crewes, played by the versatile Morgan money, The Big Bounce.
Unfortunately, the film takes a "bad matched by the sharp and sexy, refresh
Freeman, offers him a job as a handyman
at his 12- bungalow resort while taking bounce" as the "who's scamming who" ing character of Foster. These scenes are
an interest in his talents and history as plot concept is as unoriginal and predict only mildly entertaining and don't mesh
able as its characters. While the audience well with the storyline of the scam we
a conman.

are waiting to unfold.
There is, however,
plenty of beautiful
Hawaiian scenery to
fill the void. The en
semble cast of greedy
characters (filled by
Charlie Sheen, Gary
Sinise and Bebe Neuwirth), whose motives
remain unclear, only
add to the confusion
of the scattered and
tiresome plot. When
Foster remarks, "I'm
confused," so are we.
The double - cross
ing, tongue-in-cheek
humor ultimately ren
ders itself boring and
conventional.
What has made
Leonard's other no
el-to-screen adaptaFRANK CONNOR
tions, such as "Get
Shorty" and "Out of
Sight," so successful
are the ingenious intersecting plot lines
and great character portrayals from ac
tors like John Travolta, Gene Hackman
and Don Cheadle. "The Big Bounce,"
however, suffers from an oversimpli
fied script and weak characters. Owen
Wilson's performance, though good for
a few laughs, is not enough to give this
film a high recommendation; it's a better
bet to wait until it is released on DVD.

The Boot!

CHAPMAN BAEHLER

OAR YOU GOING TO THE CONCERTTHIS SPRING?
JOHN PIRANIAN
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Of a Revolution, a band more easily
-ecognized by their moniker—O.A.R—
will be showcasing their blend of college
ndie rock fused with reggae rhythms at
USD's Jenny Craig Pavillion on Thursiay, March 4.
The highly popular quintet, best

known for their multi-genre-exploring
jams and the grass-roots college fan-base
that supports them, are touring in support
of their first major label release, Between
Then and Now (Lava). The band will
inevitably perform O.A.R. favorites
like "That was a Crazy Game of Poker"
and "Night Shift" to droves of college
academics and slackers alike.
Open
ing for O.A.R. is the much more intrigu
ing prospect of pro surfer/songwriter

Donovan Frankenreiter. Born and raisec
in Southern California and currently re
siding in Laguna Beach, Frankenrietei
signed to Jack Johnson's label Brushfire
Records in 2003. Frankenreiter's selftitled debut is expected for release ir
May of 2004 and was produced anc
recorded by Johnson and Mario Caldatc
Jr. at The Mango Tree in Hawaii. The
album will feature tracks with Johnson
and G. Love.

In Superbowl news.. .the game turner
out to be miraculously enthralling, bui
it was the halftirne show that ended uj
mesmerizing the 90 million strong with
the MTV produced smut-vision. I think
the Unet should poll USD students to sec
who is less white trash, Justin or Britney";
Justin Timberlake's response to his stick)
Fingered PR stunt at Superbowl halftirne
seemed genuine: "I guess it was a ward
robe malfunction."
Janet fessed up and it seems the in
cident was an unrehearsed moment o:
artistic clarity. What does this mean foi
Jackson? Clearly it was meant to send t
serious statement. Maybe she's straight
ip now telling Paula Abdul who the
American Idol is.
In golden men news...over the last
few months, the Hollywood studios
lave been have been wooing audiences
and winking at little golden statuettes ir
order to rake in the Benjamins and say
Fiello to every studio's favorite baloney
(whose first name is O-S-C-A-R). Expeci
?ad movies until further notice.
In music news...promoters for the
Coachella Music & Arts festival will be
announcing the full line-up sometime
aext week. Already confirmed for the
two day European style festival arc
Radiohead, The Cure. The Pixies, anc
Wilco. The fairly expensive tickets gc
on sale Valentine's Day.
The Roots have formed a new recorc
abel. According to Billboard.com, the
abel is accepting submissions from un
signed bands and artists until Feb. 13
The Roots are currently working on t
follow-up album to the 2002 Grammy
loramated record, Phrenology.
—John Piranian
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CLASSIFIEDS
CAMP WAYNE FOR filftLS-children's

Tlw Ultimate Laser Adventure

sleepowoy ecmp,
I northeast Pennsylvania (6/18-8/15/04), If you love
' children and want a caring, fur, environment, we need
female staff as directors and instructors far:
Tennis, Oolf, gymnastics, Swimming, Waters kiing,
Sailing, Team Sports, Cheer leading, Rapes, Drama,
Video, Ceramics, Batik, Silkscreen, &ui+ar, Jewelry,
Piano, Photography, Aerobics, Marshall Arts.
On Campus Interviews February 22nd. Apply
online at www.campwaynegirls.cam or call
1-800-279-3019.

1 Room Available in 2 bed/1.5 batti
condo in Point Loma. $425/month
(including utilities) + $200 deposit.
Sorry no pets or smokers. Please
contact Brian at 619-347-333B.
A&ENT for proofing/editing service.
Will select OKIE per callage.
Commission basis, CONVINCE M.E
that you are IT. E-mai I
Kris Kri n02@ aol.co m

Bartender Trainees Needed
$250 a Day Potential
Local Positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 190

USD
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TACKMMMMEIIRATY

(tDCkCIUDMI H TMMBtf
fit can hilp with all youf
passport and vtaa nssg^

ARE YOU - - -

v" A JUNIOR WITH AT LEAST 60 UNITS?
V IN THE TOP 35% OF YOUR CLASS?
/ EXPERIENCED IN SCHOEARSHIP, LEADERSHIP, AND SERVICE?

WORLD
PASSPORT
VISAS

IF YOU MEET THESE REQUIREMENTS, YOU ARE INVITED TO BE
CONSIDERED FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
THE ALCALA SENIOR HONOR SOCIETY
CHAPTER OF MORTAR BOAJ?D,
THE NATIONAL COLLEGE SENIOR HONOR SOCIETY.

Call or Email Tony at World
Passport Visas Today!

EITHER CALL (X)4T2O OR STOP BY HUGHES 302 To OBTAIN MORE INFORMATION

619-234-08FBON
tcummins@5dtg.com
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Explore naturopathic medicine and

challenging and meaningful career

become a different type of doctor.

that y o u can now pursue in

Are you socially conscious, drawn

tal. forma. Go here for mom

t o t h e medical sciences, and interested in

information. To learn more about

having a positive and real impact o r the

naturopathic medical educat o n and

world in your professional lift? If yes.

career opportunities, please visit

naturopathic medicine can provide a

www.aanmc.org.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF NATUROPATHIC MEDICAL COLLEGES
www.aanmc.org
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LSAT,
GMAT, GUI
PREPARATION
COURSES!

JL'7

G)# College student "A" sits in a
booth at an all-night diner. Fellow
Here's what our
students say...

student "B" sits at the counter.
When UA" goes to Borders and gets
20% off what he buys, how many

'Excellent instructor and
the structure of the
class played a large
role in the improvement
of my scorer

more cups of coffee can he afford
than student "B"?

"The class gives lots of
EXPERIENCED TEACHERS
strategies that would be
TEST-TAKING STRATEGIES
hard to learn just from a
IN CLASS PRACTICE EXAMS
hock*
FAIL, SPRING & SUMMER
CLASSES
"Marry tmipfui hints...
. ON-CAMPUS CONVENIENCE couldn't have dona it
. FREE REPFATFOR ONEYEARI without this classf"

.
.
•
•

[ Please show all work. ]

Its Student Savings Days at
Bonders and Waldenbooks.
Gel ZOfeff Ixoks. muse. a-d movies si Bandars.
Get 20'> 2- brxxs at Waideitcocs
O'fer good February 6ii,-8.-.
s.,.
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•ti Help.
I.

Haas School of Business

Conflicts

I are more
J complex
than ever.
Prepare to

fete
1 «vr

* 'f I
,?

BASE Summer Program

Man-Business Majors
lam 9 unite of academic credit in:
tecounhrg^ Fnifice
Marked^
Ogateatioral Behavisr

help people

jf;Ui
- i.

manage the
challenges

<M

fete-

vista.sandiego.edu

of life.

vista, sandiego.edu
vista.sandiego.edu

Enhance pur business skills:

Career informati on sessions and field trips
Frc-seriatioi a»id negotiation woftehocs
Capstore ass conipcitim prefect

Av.isa Pacific Inivf-reify's graduate proe-ams in Psychology offer:

vista.sandiego.edu

• An A PA-accredited Psy.D. Program

13
BASE July 6-August
2004
SUMMER
PROGRAM

• An M.A. in Marriage arid Farrily Thecapy Pragiara

• A c arririilnm with a family psychology emphasis that
integrates spirituality and values
• A blend of theoretical «•"•£ practical elements of
psychology
F«r more Information about APlf's program i t ^uduatv
psychology', cat. (626) Si5-500Sr (SOU) B2S §276. or vir.it
w«\v.a pi.edu/ertiiCabs/yariiI.n c/pv^rholngy/.

AZUSA PACIFIC
UNIVERSITY

vista.sandiego.edu
vista.sandiego.edu
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Formers irfnuwticn corlar. the
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Faa&fiftteitr^eduDiKlergracl

901 E. Alest.3 Ave.
PI) Etc* 7000
Azusa, CA 91702-7000
vnvw.dpu.edu
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: USD Men's Lacrosse

When did the men's lacrosse pro
gram start here at USD?
1984
What league do you guys playing?
We play in the Western Collegiate
Lacrosse League.
How do you guys finish last season?
In our league there is a north and south
division B.
Last year we had to have a playoff
game so see who would go to play the
winner of the northern division. We trav
eled down to Claremont.
It was pooring down rain and amongst
all the rain and mud one of our star
attackmen went down with a broken
ankle, we lost in the last seconds by a
goal. This year we are hungry and con
fident.
How is this season looking?
We have a young team, however our

up when the
Toreros come to
town. We play
them at home on
April 17lh at 1PM.
When is your
next home game?
February 22 at
2PM is our first
home game against
Occidental. Feb 7
is our first official
game and we play
the Trojans of USC
at USC at 6PM.
How has the
recent change in
your
coaching
staff affected the

fall season
showed that
our
young
players could
man up and
play with the
big boys as we
beat two divi
sion
"A"
teams LMU
and UCSD.
JEREMY DARNER
It has been
Club Men's Lacrosse returns this Spring.
some
time
since we beat
UCSD, they are in the top ten Division
program?
A teams in the US.
New head coach Todd MacFarlane
Who looks to be your toughest op
has
made a huge difference in the way
ponent this season?
we
conduct
practice and his coaching
SDSU might be tough this year.
This year they were looking strong in ability is already being reflected in the
the fall and of course they always play way we play.

He is supported by Asst. Coach and
lacrosse legend Norm Webb, who has
been with the program for some time and
as always his time with us has been in
valuable.
However the players own this team
and it has been their hard work and de
termination that has really turned this
program around.
How can USD Students get more
info on the Men's Lacrosse team and
schedule?
You can call Cory Cole at 619-7432653 or email at coryc@sandiego.edu
What is the goal of the program?
Our goal for this season is to win the
Division B Championship.
Some day we would like to get the
chance to play in Torero Stadium. More
importantly than all that, we want the
respect of our league, our peers, and
USD.
We are good students and we want
nothing more than to have the support
of our school.

Spring Sports bloom on campus

IM Sports hit the fields and Gym with a dozen different ways to make you move

By Jeremy Darner

CAMPUS RECREATION
As spring classes get rollin', so too
does the late night action on the USD
intramural leagues.
This semester brings over a dozen
leagues to the fields and gyms of the

JEREMY DARNER

Softball returns for the Spring.

Torero campus.
Starting off the action, Monday night
CoRec Softball, where members of last

Fall's Breakin Balls look to return and
defend their title as IM Softball Champs.
On Tuesday nights Manchester Field
will host the Men's Softball league, with
sixteen teams looking to face off for a
title of their own.
It's not to late, sign-ups for IM Soft
ball close today.
In the spirit of Super Bowl XXXVIII,
USD students will go deep in the 4x4
Air-It-Out Flag Football league, running
on Manchester, Thursdays 6-8PM.
There's no rushing in AIO Football,
no first downs, just an 80 yard field and
3 receivers.
Immediately following on Manches
ter, twelve CoRec Speed Soccer teams
will have a five week shoot-out for the
coveted IM Championship shirt.
Sign-ups for AIO Football and CoRec
Speed Soccer start Monday and run 'til
Thursday, but space is always limited,
so sign-up early.
Back for another huge season at USD,
the Men's and Women's 5x5 Basketball
season.
These leagues annually face off
USD's top basketball players.
Monday night, the USD Sports Cen
ter will host the men's A Division league,
while Tuesday night's B League is re
served for those seeking a bit less chal
lenging caliber of hoops.

Immediately following, students of
Wednesday nights the ladies take the
USD
will face off in the singles tennis
floor, fighting it out for the 5x5 Women's
from 7-8 p.m.
Basketball title.
Also this intramu
ral season in the USD
Sports Center, the
6x6 CoRec Volley
ball league on Thurs
day nights. Sign-ups
for 5x5 Basketball
and 6x6 Volleyball
run Feb 16th-19th.
A hands-down
must see, the USD
Ultimate Frisbee
league will face off
this semester on the
Valley Field.
This league brings
a unique mix of com
petitive action and
mellow good-times.
Taking over the
East/Sports Center
tennis courts this se
JEREMY DARNER
mester will be the
men's, women's, and 5x5 Basketball has three leagues this season.
open rec tennis
league.
Frisbee and tennis sign-ups run Feb
For the first time faculty and staff are
invited to show their skills in the Fac ruary 23rd through 26lh.
Make sure to sign-up at the Sports
ulty/Staff Tennis leagues. Monday
Center.
through Wednesday from 5-6PM.

Announcements
Sign-ups end today for CoRec Softball and Men's Softball
come in by 5:00pm if you want to get your team in.
Sign-ups open Monday-Thursday next week for Air-it-out Football and Speed Soccer.
For more info or to sign-up, contact Campus Recreation at extension 4533
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USD comes up short against No. 10 Gonzaga
Toreros played inspired ball in the first half, but could not hang on in 85-73 loss.
By Bernie Wilson
AP SPORTS WRITER
As flat as Gonzaga
started, it was just a mat
ter of time before the
lOth-ranked Bulldogs
would flatten San Diego.
Cory Violette scored
10 of his 20 points dur
ing a 16-4 run to close the
first half and Gonzaga
rallied from an 11-point
deficit to beat the Toreros
85-73 Thursday night.
Adam Morrison also
scored 20 for the Bull
dogs (16-2, 6-0 West
Coast Conference), who
won their ninth straight
game. Ronny Turiaf had
18 and Blake Stepp 11.
While faulting their
effort in the first half, the
Zags said San Diego
didn't play anything like
a team that had won only
three games.
"We did not come Brice
with the same passion as they
did," Gonzaga coach Mark Few
said. "We haven't played like
that this year. That's not why we
are in the position we're in.
"This group has been re-

ference tournament
championship game
here on March 10 to
reach the NCAA tourna
ment for the first time in
16 seasons.
The Toreros (3-17,05) lost four starters off
that team and have been
dreadful this season.
Thursday night's loss
was their ninth straight.
The Toreros played
inspired ball in the first
half, taking a 32-21 lead
with 8:11 left before
halftime. The Zags took
over after that, with
Violette dominating in
side and point guard
Blake Stepp making
several nice plays. Stepp
went flying through the
air to intercept a
crosscourt pass and fed
Violette for a slam dunk
that pulled Gonzaga to
DAVID DURON
34-33 with 3:25 left.
Vounang scored 22 for USD.
Violette said the Zags
markably consistent with their finally figured out how to attack
effort all year. We were lucky to USD's zone defense. "They
definitely put it together for
survive this game tonight."
It was the first time the teams stretches tonight," Violette said.
"We came out a little bit slug
played since San Diego upset
Gonzaga in the West Coast Con gish. All I know is we can't do

it again and ex
pect to go through
the league."
After USD's
Brice Vounang
made two free
throws, Violette
scored the last
four points of the
half to give the
Zags the lead for
good, 37-36.
"Trust
me,
Gonzaga knew
they were in a
game,"
USD
coach Brad Hol
land said. "Our
effort was what it
needed to be. Our
guys played in
spired."
Gonzaga's
DAVID DURON
biggest lead was Mike McGrain led the team with eight assists.
61-49 with 12:50
to go after a
three-point play by Morrison, a loss to Portland on Saturday
who scored 16 points in the sec- night the Toreros find themond half.
selves 3-18 overall and 0-6 in
USD closed to 68-65 with WCC play.
6:06 left before the Zags pulled
The Toreros are just two deaway again.
feats short of tying their all-time
Vounang and Brett Melton record for losses since beginscored 22 apiece for San Diego ning play in Division 1 in the
and Brandon Gay had 19. After 1979-80 season.

BUCK THE BROIVCOS!^
WOMEN vs. Santa Clara
gmm
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TONIGHT 1 7:00 pm
Student Rewards
Update!
SO SORRY,
Christine
Thompson
You missed out on
$1,000 cash!

"Girls Night Out!"
*Free
massages
an
Plaza before the game!
Jenng Craig Pavilion

Next game's
jackpot: $1,100
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Must be present
to win and
wearing your

Saturday 1 7:00 pm

*Rallg Towels to first USD
students! Sponsored bg AS!
*Cheer Cards to first
3,000 fans!

TORERO BLUE

t-shirt!
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sdto

.cam

USD Students admitted FREE
to all athletic events with t.D.
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Patriots win Super Bowl in dramatic fashion
Brady and Belichick win their second Super Bowl in the last three years
By Jeff Piatt
SPORTS EDITOR

With most of us ex
pecting an unexciting de
fensive struggle, the New
England Patriots and the
Carolina Panthers, with
out a superstar between
them, produced one of
the most entertaining
Super Bowls ever. Tom
Brady won his second
Super Bowl MVP, liv
ing up to his weeklong
hype. Now with two
Super Bowl M VPs at the
age of 26, Tom Brady is
being compared to Joe
Montana, the best quar
terback of all time.
Aside from Brady's
performance,
noth
ing about Super Bowl
XXXVIII was remotely
predictable.
For a long time it was
a defensive struggle. A
really long time. In fact,
the game set a Super
Bowl record for the most
time off the clock without
a score. But then with 3:
05 left before halfitime, New England
got on the board and the shootout broke
out. Jake Delhomme hooked up with his
number one receiver, Steve Smith, for a
39-yard touchdown to tie the score at 7.
This capped off an eight-play drive that
went 95 yards in less than two minutes.
Brady and the Patriots went right back
the other way for 78 yards in 49 seconds.
Then Delhomme moved the ball 21 yards
in 18 seconds, setting up John Kasay for
a 50-yard field goal to end the half. No
one really knew what to say going into
halftime, because everyone had expected
to talk about how lame the Super Bowl
turned out this year. Instead, we were
left wondering what happened to two of
the league's best defenses, and whether
or not Janet revealed that much on pur
pose.
After another slow start and no scor
ing in the third quarter, the teams put to
gether the highest-scoring fourth quarter

SUPERBOWL.COM

in Super Bowl history.
Carolina, the supposed running team,
mostly couldn't run at all, while New
England, the team without the running
game, ran for 127 yards.
If ever there has been a moral victory,
the Panthers deserved one on Sunday.
Carolina was the team that didn't de
serve to be there. They were the team
that no one really wanted to watch on
Super Bowl Sunday. The Panthers
couldn't get any respect this week as
even the odds makers in Vegas made
them a seven-point underdog.
Despite the loss, Carolina earned the
respect of most sports fans. Quarterback
Jake Delhomme, who was expected to
do nothing, carried his team like a salty
veteran, throwing for 323 yards, three
touchdowns and no interceptions. But
the Patriots had too much chemistry
and leadership in both Tom Brady and
genius Head Coach Bill Belichick to let

Softball Splits Double- Header
Seniors Jennifer Delpit & Anna Russell Lead Way To Win
By USD Media Wire

The USD softball team earned a split today at UC San Diego by winning game
one, 11-0 in five innnings, then falling 9-0 in the nightcap. With the split the Tore
ros improve to 3-1 on the season. Senior Jennifer Delpit went 5-for-6 on the day
with 3 RBI. In the team's victory in game one she was 3-for-4 with 1 run scored
and 3 RBI. Sophomore Gina McFarland also had a game finishing 3-for-4 with 2
runs and 2 RBI.
Senior Anna Russell scattered 2 hits over 4 complete innings to earn the victory.
Allison Williams pitched the 5th without allowing a hit. In game two the UCSD
Tritons Tina Rowe pitched a complete-game 3-hitter in earning a 9-0 victory. UCSD
leadoff hitter Amy Mettee went 3-for-3 with 2 runs and 3 RBI. USD was paced
by Jennifer Delpit who went 2-for-2 with a double. Alicia Massei added USD's
third hit. Allison Williams started the game and lasted 1.1 innings while giving
up 4 hits and 4 runs. This coming weekend (Feb. 6-8) the Toreros will play at the
Cal Poly Tournament.
On Friday they'll take on UC Santa Barbara (2 pm) and Cal Poly (4:30 pm).

Quarterback Jake Delhomme (upper l< ft) after the game. Tom Brady (upper right) during the game-winning dri e and celebrating after the game
(bottom).

this one slip away. Their preparation for
the game was perfect. They stopped Car
olina's ability to run the ball and some
how gave Brady the protection he needed
to pick apart the highly touted Panthers
defense. What appeared to be the weak
est unit in the game — New England's
offensive line featuring four nobodies and
a rookie — out-toughed what's regarded
as the NFL's best front four. Brady took
some hits, but he was never sacked. The
protection his line provided him and the
holes it opened were probably the biggest
keys to the game.
Reggie Howard intercepted Brady's
potential game-ender in the end zone with
7:48 to play and returned it to the Carolina
10. Then, on third-and-ten from the 15,
Delhomme hit Muhsin Muhammad with
a perfect throw for a 85-yard touchdown,
the longest play from scrimmage in Super
Bowl history. After a missed two-point
conversion the Panthers had a 22-21 lead
with just 6:53 remaining. Brady would
march down the field for a touchdown

and the Patriots would convert a very
important two-point conversion on a
Kevin Faulk rush up the middle. New
England lined up in a shotgun formation
and snapped the ball directly to Faulk,
just another one of Belichick's genius
creations that always seem to work. With
2:51 remaining and a seven-point deficit,
I had basically written off the Panthers.
But like he had done all game, Delhom
me proved he was a worthy competitor
and went the length of the field to tie the
game at 29.
Only a big mistake or defensive
letdown could keep this game from
heading to overtime. The mistake was
a kickoff hooked out of bounds by Pan
ther kicker John Kasay. Carolina was
just too physically and mentally worn
out to stop Brady's offense from the
40-yard line. Adam Vinatieri won his
second Super Bowl with a last-seconds
field goal, this one from 41 yards. New
England 32, Carolina 29. I'm exhausted
just writing about it.

